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Abstract— Sun is constantly produced mass and radiation during its natural activities, which will interact with ionosphere and affect 
the earth weather. In radio astronomer community, CALLISTO is used to capture the radio signal comes from solar activities such as 
solar burst. Solar flares and Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) were closely associated with the production of solar radio burst Type II 
and III. However, the determination of solar burst existence is done manually using spectrograph which appears for every 15 minutes.  
In order to assist the solar radio researcher to speed up the process of solar burst identification and detection, this work presents a 
new algorithm to auto classify solar radio burst Type II and III. The value of frequency drift was used as the main idea in this auto 
classify algorithm because it can easily implemented using MATLAB. There are three main steps involved named as pre-processing, 
identification and classification. Auto calculation of frequency drift burst on spectra was obtained from two parts which are 
frequency axis (df) and time axis (dt). The results of the frequency drift implementation in classification algorithm show that the 
algorithm developed gave almost similar determination as in manual detection. However, there are always have rooms for 
improvement for better detection system in future which may include specific characterization of bursts and improved noise 
elimination. 
 




The Sun emits electromagnetic radiation and charged 
particles [1] towards and away from surface of the Sun 
during eruption due to the nuclear fusion between hydrogen 
and helium. Solar electromagnetic radiation is generating 
infrared (IR) to ultraviolet energy sources in the 
electromagnetic spectrum. However, emission of radio up to 
an X-rays wavelength also produced by event of solar flares 
[2]. Besides the solar flare activity, Coronal Mass Ejections 
(CMEs) also the example of solar activity which is 
contribute to produce Solar Energetic Particles [3]. This 
energetic particle accelerates through the interplanetary 
medium during solar wind and able to disturb the 
atmosphere of other planets in the solar system. According 
to [4], solar flare able to eject electron until 1x1036 electrons 
per second, it was given a great potential risk to satellite 
communications, spacecraft and ground-base technology. So 
that, in [5] stated that solar flare is thought to be the factor 
for radio burst to be occurred several times in maximum 
solar cycle. Normally, space weather forecast is focused on 
monitoring solar flare in the radio region in order to classify 
their mechanism and properties of flare productions [6]. In 
general, solar radio burst is a non-thermal emission which is 
come from radiation occurred between energetic charged 
particles collide with magnetic field, electric field of other 
charged particles and plasma radiation. So that, the radio 
burst come in a variety of frequency and time [7]. Not only 
that, monitoring solar radio burst also important because it 
can give the properties of the Sun including amount of 
radiation [8]. Generally, solar radio burst can be classified 
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into five types that consist of; noise-storm burst (Type I), 
slow-drift burst (Type II), fast drift burst (Type III), 
broadband continuum emission (Type IV) and continuum 
emission at meter wavelength (Type V) [9]. Each type of 
burst was classified by frequency range and duration has 
been summarized in Table I. 
TABLE I 







Duration Time Frequency 
Drift (MHz/sec) 




Single burst: 101 
to 10 seconds 
Storm: hours to 
days 
Mostly: > 100 





Ave: 10 minutes 
Mostly: < 0.1 
III 10kHz-1GHz Single burst: 10 
second group: 1- 
5 minutes  
Storm: minutes to 
hours 
Single burst: > 
0.1 
Group and 








Hours to days 















3-45 minutes  
V 




< 1 minute 
Mostly: same as 
burst Type II 
(Credit to Solar Radio Burst Classifications by Australian Space Weather 
and Callisto Burst Catalogue Spectra) 
 
In this study, Type II and Type III burst have been 
investigated using their frequency drift on spectrum. Solar 
radio burst Type II has slow frequency drift, was found in 
1947. Many assumptions about the origin of this type of 
solar burst, but the latest found in [10] which stated that it 
occurs from magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) shock waves 
that produce very fast moving electrons. It has two shapes of 
coronal consecutive; fundamental and second harmonics. 
Report of [11] stated that burst Type III occurs from the 
kinetic electron propagates along the magnetic field of the 
Sun, also linked from the CMEs [12]. It is a fast drift 
because most of these burst appear in the spectrum with a 
short period of time. There are three forms that are classified 
as Type III burst which are single, group or storm form with 
different duration time. Some of this fast drift eruption 
would have existed pair with radio burst Type V [13]. 
Furthermore, the features of this burst were quite similar 
with Type V burst (Credit to Catalogue Solar Radio Burst 
Classifications by Australian Space Weather Service). Both 
type solar radio burst type II and III are highly correlated 
with fast-electron and emission being at plasma frequency 
and/or it second harmonic [14]. Due to the solar emission 
disturbance, a lot research found effects to weather of Earth 
such as Extreme Ultraviolet Lithography (EUV) radiation at 
polar region, changes in geophysical and ground-base 
technology. So that, monitoring of solar activity was very 
important for solar research and space weather [15]. Since 
emission from the Sun is able to be detected at radio 
frequency range, number of radio receivers and 
magnetometers are introduced since 1800’s to monitor 24 
hours solar flare activity. The radio receiver must able to 
detect space signal within specific range of frequency and 
wavelength [16]. 
Basically, emission of solar radio received by radio 
spectrometer recorded in dynamic spectrum with different of 
relative logarithmic intensity. The existence of radio solar 
can clearly see with hot intensity which is representing the 
energy of the particle charges brought by the shock wave. As 
known that each type of solar radio burst has owns 
characteristics to represent the original emission source. Due 
to the importance of radio burst associated with Earth 
disturbance, the investigation of solar burst become popular 
within astrophysicist. One of them is solar observation using 
CALLISTO (Compact Astronomical Low-Cost Low 
Frequency Instrument for Spectroscopy in Transportable 
Observatories) spectra founded and developed by Christian 
Monstein [17]. This system needs the observer to view the 
spectrum manually for each station for every 15 minutes, 24 
hours a day. This practice is prone to human error and time 
consuming. In this modern technology, all results can be 
analysed automatically in real time with high accuracy. Thus, 
a lot of work have been presented the automatic 
classification using image processing for example the system 
developed by [18]-[20] using Interactive Data Language 
(IDL). In this study, the automated classification system was 
developed using MATLAB programming and offers 
different classification method by using frequency drift 
calculation. 
II. METHODOLOGY 
In this study, about 200 spectrum data collected from 
various CALLISTO stations for analysis. This instrument 
has time resolution about 0.25 sec at 200 channels per 
spectrum (800 pixels per second). It can generate data by 
400 frequencies per sweep which is saved automatically into 
computer. All data are available free to download and it was 
updated in real-time. The flowchart of the algorithm 
developed for burst classification is shown in Fig. 1. 
This 24-hour-observation of radio spectrometer along the 
year covered low frequency range from 45 MHz to 870 MHz. 
The output spectrum dynamic image is displayed in Flexible 
Image Transport System (FITS) format with two-
dimensional matrix array containing the value of intensity. 
Due to many factors, the logarithm of the relative brightness 
is rated from 0 to 255. The size of each spectrum is a 200 x 
3600 matrix, with rows and column represent frequency and 
time respectively. MATLAB software was chosen to carry 
out the analysis of burst classification because it is a well-
known programming language and has been widely used by 
researchers and engineers for analysis of wave signal. The 
language is robust and contain image processing tool. Four 
spectral analyses selected for this study are listed in Table II. 
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The selected spectrums analysed are those which have been 
classified manually as burst Type II and III at different date, 




Fig. 1  Flow chart of the developed algorithm 
 
TABLE III 
LISTED SELECTED SPECTROGRAPH  
Event 
No. 





















10:44:37 10-105 Birr Castle, 
Ireland 
Data was downloaded from e-callisto.org network 
 
Two dimensions array were noted as  for frequency and 
  for time correspond to the rows and columns of the 
matrix. The original dynamic spectrum collected from e-
CALLISTO for all four days selected is shown in Fig. 2.  
 
 
Fig. 2  The dynamic spectrum listed from Table II 
 
In data elements, there is a mixture between noise and real 
burst data in term of intensity/brightness. Usually, noise is 
the formation of horizontal lines with very high brightness 
levels on the spectrum that comes from electromagnetic 
interference based communication. Therefore, background 
cancellation algorithm has been applied after the system 
reads each image spectrum. Background noise is created due 
to the rejection process between real data and background 
image. This involves statistical parameters such as maximum, 
mean, standard deviation and covariance of the frequency 
axis. Then, clean data matrix without the noise was obtained 
after the filtration. This process was called as pre-processing 
stage. 
The next algorithm function is the most important part in 
this study because this stage are focus more on the 
appearance of ’events’ on FITS image. The emergence of 
the ’event’ refers to the recognition of the burst on the 
spectrum. Recognition of this burst is not easy because the 
spectrum is plotted in time-frequency array with data in 
logarithmic form of whole numbers. However, image 
processing techniques have been used even a small error still 
exists, called image enhancement algorithms. Before the 
enhanced image brightness, there are two steps that need to 
be done; plotting the maximum value of the data points as 
Fig. 3 and determines the threshold of the intensity. In the 
first step, the intensity value of the data for each row which 
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represent the same frequency were analysed to get the 





Fig. 3  The maximum value of data pixels 
 
         
 
 
Fig. 4  The burst have been clearly exist after comparison the intensity with 
threshold value 
 
Next, the second step is where the threshold of intensity 
for the same row is determined based on the burst 
characteristic. This simplifies the verification of the presence 
of the eruptions with eruptive events in the absence of 
spectrum as Fig. 3. However, there are some small noise 
appear on the spectrum, so that the median filtering is 
applied. The result from this step will produce the spectrum 
recognition whether as ”no burst” which classified as no 
burst detected or ”burst” which means the spectrum may 
contain burst. Only the spectrum detected as “burst” may 
proceed to the next stage, named classification stage. 
Classification stage is the determination of the solar radio 
burst type. In this stage the spectrum were classified whether 
the burst is Type II or III. The difference between the two 
type of solar burst can be manually seen from the event 
duration and the frequency of the burst. The frequency drift 
is determined by calculating the changes in the frequency 
axis and time axis. Then, the value was compared with the 
threshold to determine the burst type.  
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
After the original spectrum was transferred into 
MATLAB, the color intensity was slightly different from the 
image on the network as Fig. 5. This is because the intensity 
of color is depending on the capability of the software to 
translate in image. 
 
 
Fig. 5  The dynamic original spectrum as view in MATLAB for a) 8th 
January 2014, b) 13th April 2014, c) 12th June 2014,d) 22nd August 2014 
 
As explained previously, in pre-processing step, 
background cancellation process took part as to minimize the 
noise. The spectrum image after pre-processing step is 
shown in Fig. 6. Generally, high intensity on the spectrum is 
corresponds to the burst event. Intensity enhancement was 
dome to detect the existence of the burst. The dynamic 




Fig. 6  The dynamic spectrum after background cancellation a) 8th January 
































 Fig. 7  The dynamic spectrum after intensity enhancement a) 8thJanuary 
2014, b) 13th April 2014, c) 12th June 2014, d) 22nd August 2014 
 
Burst duration, frequency and intensity shape are three 
characteristics to distinguish between this two burst. For 
further classification analysis, one can use the frequency 
drift rate which can be determined using programming 
language. Two main aspects in the frequency drift were 
frequency and time. As known, drift of burst is fast move 
from high frequency into low frequency within certain 
duration. Actually, it is related to the disturbance due to 
activity of plasma emission in coronal gas. For duration of 
burst is approximately based on the power law as follows 
[18] 
   	 
                 (1) 
 
where  and 
 are constants and  is the power law index, 
which is approximately near to 1. In the other hand, the 
duration of burst is depending on the frequency range of 
burst. With applying these elements into classification stage, 
the burst have been classified and summarized in Table III. 
 
TABLE III 











1. 1 0 Type II 
2. 0 0 No burst 
3. 0 1 Type III 
4. 1 0 Noise 
Result ’1’ indicates the positive result, while ’0’ indicate 
the negative in burst result. It is clearly seen from Table III, 
spectrum event 3 which is at Kazakhstan on 13th April 2014 
show negative result for both burst. This is because this 
spectrum does not have appearance of any ’burst’. The first 
and third spectrum event are correctly recognized their burst 
type. This was because x-ray flux data from Geostationary 
Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) spacecraft on 




Fig. 8  GOES X-ray flux data on 8th January 2014 and 12th June 2014 
(Credited from to NOAA/SWPC) 
 
Additional evidence of solar burst detection had been 
recorded by other CALLISTO stations on the same time and 
date. It can be clearly seen by several stations as following 
Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. 
 
 
Fig. 9  Spectrum data on 8th January 2014 from Almaty, Kazakstan; 
Badary,Russia; Ooty, India and Gauribidanur, India 
 
 
Fig. 10  Spectrum data on 12th June 2014 from Bleien, Switzerland; DRAO, 
Germany; Essen, Germany and Glasgow, UK 
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However, the fourth spectrum is mis assigned as burst 
Type II. It is actually classified as noise manually from the 
display. The algorithm misrecognized the spectrum may be 
because it appeared in constant intensity and coincidentally 
the noise value was similar to the burst intensity. However, 
this algorithm manages to produce a new, simple algorithm 
and quick result to apply in the solar observation research, 
specifically in determining the existence of burst from e-
CALLISTO data. Future enhancement on the algorithm 
needs to be done to avoid misrecognition of the solar activity 
type. The criteria for determining the characteristics of the 
classes of solar radio burst need to be studied deeply and 
more steps need to be inserted in the algorithm.  
IV. CONCLUSIONS 
This project presented the new method to identify the 
burst type II and III automatically from the dynamic 
spectrum displayed by Callisto spectrometer. These 
algorithms may benefit solar activity research and reduce 
time consuming in reading the appearance of burst event 
from CALLISTO images which is presently done manually. 
Further research on solar activities occurrence such as burst, 
solar flare and coronal mass ejection will be assisted by this 
automated system and the solar activity pattern is possible to 
predict. This algorithm needs to be enhanced in order to 
provide an efficient recognition and classification system for 
solar burst. It not quite efficient method because the 
algorithm classifiers to class this eruption uses only one 
criterion for the determination on the characteristics of the 
classes of solar radio burst. 
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